
BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND OSTEOARCHAEOLOGY

Board of Trustees’ Meeting
05/07/2022

Emergency Virtual Meeting

MINUTES

Attending: [President] Becky Redfern (RR); [Student Rep] Summer Courts (SC); [Non-Executive
Member and DPL] Rebecca Avery (RA); [Annual Review Ed] Charlie Primeau (CP); [Grants] Rachel
Schats (RS); [Membership Secretary] Benn Penny-Mason (BPM); [Museum Rep] Trish Biers (TB);
[Treasurer] Gina McFarlane (GM)

1. Apologies: [Communications Officer] Chris Aris (CA); [Secretary] Giselle Kiraly (GK);
[Professional Organisation Rep] Kirsty Owen (KO); [Commercial Rep] Sue McGalliard (SMcG);
[Outreach Officer] Rebecca Cadbury-Simmons (RCS)

2. Summary of current position (RR)
Following a period of little communication from the organiser of the 2022 conference, with
deadlines fast approaching, an agreement was reached that the Trustees would be taking over. A
formal letter was sent by RR on behalf of the Trustees to confirm this and an emergency Trustee
meeting was called.

3. Tasks (RR)

3.1 Vote on whether to pay for AV support (£1,050): KO has provided access to a business
Zoom account

KO has got permission from Historic Scotland to use their zoom account for the conference.
However, KO cannot share the password for this so has taken on the responsibility for running



zoom for the two days. There will be co-hosts for both of the days to reduce the pressure and to
allow for additional management of potential issues.

Other roles will be divided amongst the Trustees to make the event more manageable. For
example we need to moderate the chat on zoom and we need to manage Gathertown (or
whichever product we end up using).

GM: Not having an AV person might be the difference between making a profit or a loss.

RS: student group could potentially get involved with some lesser duties as a way encourage
more activity within BABAO.
RR: this would leave them with a level of responsibility if something went wrong which would
not be right.
SC: agreed that students should not be involved.

BPM: Alice Rose has experience so may be happy to get involved.
GM: RCS and SC hosted the recent outreach talk so may have more experience too.
SC: happy to run one day if she can get the day off work.
TB: talks should be planned out and practised with Trustees/organisers to minimise technical
issues (should presentations be received in advance?) Board says ‘yes’.

Unanimous vote to not have AV support.

3.2 Vote to buy access to Gathertown (£430)

Gathertown needs minimal management once it is all set up.

RR: we need to adjust our code of conduct and investigate limiting the use of avatars for
attendees to avoid issues such as digital blackface that were encountered last year. It was not
reported officially.
BPM: It might not have been intentional, but avatars can be limited to avoid potentially offensive
choices.
BPM: EDI group has list of issues from last year which will be sent to the Board.
BPM: a reminder that fonts need to be dyslexia friendly - this is applicable to everything and will
become more widespread and may be a legal requirement in future.

Unanimous vote to buy access to Gathertown.

3.3 Tasks: excludes those already assigned to CA, GK and GM

There are 32 speaker slots available and then because of the format of Gathertown we hope to
take as many as possible for the poster presentations
RR: We need to find out the limitations of Gathertown.

https://www.gather.town/


BPM: We can get advice from last year’s organisers.
RR: we could swap the posters each day to allow for maximum capacity.

AP: RR to ask Tim Thompson.

BPM: Someone needs to be running Gathertown when the posters are submitted as formatting
issues will arise which will not be identifiable until submission.

Abstract reviewers: 4 people - RA TB SC RS
Deadline for submissions is 1st August, confirmation by 8th August
RS: colleagues have offered help and GM is also available if necessary.

Everyone is aware of the deadline for submissions. They will be divided between the four and
sent out and returned within the week.

Poster prize judges: 3 people - BPM SC CP
Posters will be sent in advance of the conference so they can be judged beforehand. Possibly the
15th/16th September. Mon 12th for final uploading for the posters.
SC: will make the certificates in advance so judges to let her know beforehand.

First and second place prize. We need to have their contact details and they need to be happy to
have access to their prize. Prizes are announced at the end of the conference. Grants are done at
the AGM.

Speaker prize judges: 3 people -RR TB RCS

Session moderators: 2 people - BPM TB RS RA

Session chairs: 6 people
To be allocated closer to the time. Topics will be grouped as they come in so there will be specific
sessions identified following this.

Drafting the programme - SC
GK to share draft with SC.
BPM remember that fonts are dyslexia friendly. We might not need it legally for presentations this
conference but use arial as much as possible for dense text.

Organising social events: Friday and Saturday

AP: RCS to be asked by RR. CP to help prepare the quiz.

SC says to let the student event slide as there is currently not much engagement.



Gathertown: 2 people - BPM RA RS

BPM to take the lead on the Gathertown with RA as backup. RS to help with the design too.

Drafting guidelines for online presentations and posters: one person - RS

RR: Can we use the one from the Teesside Conference?

AP: RR to contact Tim Thompson.

A content warning is needed as the Eventbrite system makes the presentations open to everyone.
BPM: If we put the content warning in the guidelines it makes it the responsibility of the
presenter.

Put a list of general categories to give people the idea of what is not “normal”.

Plenary Speaker.

TB: Jennifer Raff  from Uni Kansas would be great. She tackles fake news and white supremacy
and is doing good things with indigenous communities. TB knows her and can give contact
details.

RS: the whole suggested list is great, maybe a UK based person might be good for time
differences.

TB: Time difference would be fine as Jennifer is in Midwest. Morning slot or a pre-recorded
video would work well. Might actually work well to have keynote speaker in the afternoon.

Amy Grey Jones was recommended by SC.

Emma Pomeroy would be good for fossils etc for that group in BABAO.

AP: RR to email invitations to Blessing Chidimuro and Emma Pomeroy with Amy and
Jennifer as back up options.

4. AOB

CA updated website with conference details
GK has sorted the programme draft and a lot of behind the scenes work.
GM will be doing a lot regarding the finances involved.

Speakers can be scheduled to ensure there is time to judge and allocate prizes before the official
ceremony. This will ensure everyone who is nominated is viewed.



EDI group could chair a session if we needed more support. This won't be too vulnerable for
them.

GM: Webinar setting for zoom is an expensive add-on that allows for a higher level of
moderation. £662 for webinar licence.
RS: knows about this and will advise. We can talk to KO about this too.

A wider debate needed around content warnings. It should be noted that they should be referred to
as a content warning not trigger warning. Non-members are our biggest risk with content. This
will be noted for the event guide.

AP: RS to contact previous grant winners regarding them talking at the conference.

RR: Bursaries won't be awarded as it is online and fairly cheap anyway

Normal meeting schedule to resume with a pre-Conference meeting in September.


